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DMAKJSPS-T16-1. Please refer to Appendix A of LR-I-115 and Table 8 on Page 66 of 
your testimony. 

a. Please confirm that the 1995 platform survey collected information about 
single-piece handlings and item handlings as well as information on container 
handlings. If not confirmed, please explain. 

b. Individually for each shape of mail, please provide (using data from the 1995 
platform study) a subclass profile of single pieces being handled at the platform. 
Please provide the profile in an electronic spreadsheet in a form similar to Table 8 
of your testimony. 

c. Individually for each item type, please provide a subclass profile (using data 
from the 1995 platform study) of single items being handled at the platform. 
Please provide the profile in an electronic spreadsheet in a form similar to Table 8 
of your testimony. 

d. Individually for each item type and mail shape, please provide a subclass 
profile (using data from the 1995 platform study) of items and loose pieces in 
identical containers being handled at the platform. Please provide the profile in 
an electronic spreadsheet in a form similar to Table 8 of your testimony. 

e. Individually for each item type.and mail shape, please provide a subclass 
profile (using data from the 1995 platform study) of items and loose pieces in 
non-identical containers being handled at the platform. Please provide the profile 
in an electronic spreadsheet in a form similar to Table 8 of your testimony. 

f. What percentage of container tallies in the 1995 platform study was for 
identical containers? 

DMAKJSPS-Tl6-2. Please refer to question 4a on page 8 of Appendix A of LR-I-115. 

a. For tallies where the employee was working “inbound transportation”, in what 
percentage of handling tallies was the mail or equipment being handled “staying 
within the operation”? In what percentage of handling tallies was the mail or 
equipment proceeding to another operation within the facility? Please provide an 
operation protile of where the mail or equipment is going after the handling. 

b. For tallies where the employee was working “outbound transportation”, in 
what percentage of handling tallies was the mail or equipment being handled 
coming from another operation within the facility? Please provide an operation 
profile of where the mail or equipment came from. 

DMAKJSPS-T16-3. Please refer to Table 8 on Page 66 of your testimony. 



a. Were the percentages in the column labeled “FY95 Platform Study 
Distribution” developed using all container handling data from the platform study 
or just data for non-identical containers? If the figures were developed using data 
for all container handlings, please provide a revised version of Table 8 that is 
developed using only data for non-identical containers. 

b. To develop the figures in the column labeled “FY95 IOCS Platform Dist. Key” 
did you use the same method as witness Van-Ty-Smith is using to develop a 
distribution key for identified containers at the MODS platform cost pool? If not, 
please describe in detail the method you used to develop the figures in the column 
labeled “FY95 IOCS Platform Dist. Key.” 


